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What if you could travel abroad with the perfect companion, one who could tell you about the most

exciting places around the globe as well as how these places connect to the world and to you? In

The Wise World Traveler, renowned authors, professors, and travel guides James E. Harf and

Lawrence J.R. Herson become the travel partner you've always wanted, whether you're a university

student, a senior citizen on a cruise ship, or a parent educating young children through global travel.

With their entertaining, accessible style, the authors share history, legends, and fun facts, like where

the ancient city of Troy actually is (and the drama around who discovered it), how the city of Venice

influenced the naming of Venezuela, and where expressions like "kow tow" come from. They also

cover more general historical changes, such as how the Renaissance transformed western

civilization forever and how the sugar trade influenced everything from slavery to the American

Revolution to the civil rights movement of the late twentieth century. Going far beyond conventional

guidebooks, Herson and Harf pinpoint the concepts that help travelers get the most out of the

countries and cultures they visit. They help us understand things like the relation between

geography and government--for example, why despotisms tend to develop in countries with vast

expanses of flat terrain. And they highlight overarching issues that help us appreciate unfamiliar

cultures, like the fundamental questions that all religions try to answer. The Wise World Traveler

does more than place exciting locales in cultural and historical context; it shows us the radical

difference between the ordinary and the wise traveler: If we truly learn what we are seeing, we

become a part of all that we meet. And in the process, we gain wisdom about ourselves.
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I was one of the first people to read this book, and I can honestly say it's packed full of great

information. I wish I'd been armed with this resource back in 1994 when I first ventured abroad to

the Peace Corps, and I wish I would have read it before becoming a study abroad director at a U.S.

university. World knowledge gives you not only a richer travel experience, but it allows you to

commune with other educated people and have interesting, thought-provoking conversations. There

isn't another book out there that covers the world like this one does and helps you understand how

we are all connected together through humanity's history and web. I will have all my study abroad

students read this book and will be recommending it far and wide to faculty, teachers,

administrators, and students who are interested in international education.
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